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Abstract
The potential of using Building Information Models
data to automate the Building Energy Performance
model generation has received lately considerable attention. This work presents a workflow for automated
Building Energy Performance Simulation input data
file generation from BIM data; a workflow that builds
upon careful consideration of exchange requirements
and establishes a series of data processing operations
that can ensure a complete transformation process.
The innovation of the proposed workflow hinges both
on the individual components/tools but also on showcasing an integrated transformation process, that has
been shown to be successful in both synthetic and
real-world applications.

Introduction
Regulatory requirements and technological advances
in the field of Building Information Modelling are
resulting in increased adoption and availability of
Building Information Models (BIMs). At the same
time BIM-based workflows are increasingly adopted
in professional practice, which has resulted on comprehensive and usable BIMs availability (Cheng and
Lu, 2015; Edirisinghe et al., 2015). The potential
of using these data to automate the Building Energy Performance Simulation (BEPS) model generation has received lately considerable attention. This
is often posed as an interoperability problem, but the
transformation process should also capture the models intended use. Addressing interoperability challenges while capturing the modelling intent is a prerequisite for establishing successful automated model
generation workflows.
Focusing on the building’s energy demands estimation, where information about geometry, materials,
internal gains and other simulation parameters are
considered, while the detailed HVAC description is
neglected, this work aims at presenting a workflow towards an automated BEPS input data files generation
using available data from BIMs. To this direction, recent studies propose either the incorporation of the
BIM-to-BEPS transformation process into commer-

cial BIM software (Kim et al., 2015; Jeong et al.,
2014) or the data exportation from a BIM authoring
tool to a file using standard openBIM schemas and
transformation of this file to a BEPS input data file
(Andriamamonjy et al., 2018a; Thorade et al., 2015;
Wimmer et al., 2015; Giannakis et al., 2015). According to Andriamamonjy et al. (2018a,b), where
strengths and weaknesses of both approaches have
been presented, the lack of interoperability and the
dependence on a specific BIM authoring tool constitute the dissuasive factors towards adopting the
first approach. Concerning the second approach, the
two most frequently used openBIM schemas, Green
Building eXtensible Markup Language (gbXML) and
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), are adopted to
achieve true interoperability. Among them, IFC appears to be a more suitable choice as its rich content
enables interoperability among different software environments (Hitchcock and Wong, 2011).
In IFC (ISO 16739-1, 2018), data are stored in a
STEP file, with the schema defined using the EXPRESS data modelling language. In addition to the
IFC-EXPRESS specification, buildingSMART publishes an xsd-version of the specification. The IFC
model is expansive and may contain multi-faceted information regarding the building (geometry, HVAC,
Quantities, Processes, etc.). To facilitate specific exchanges between tools only a subset of the information contained in the BIM schema is usually required – both in terms of content (instantiation of
specific classes) and completeness, representing different views of the model. The Model View Definition
(MVD) specification allows to define, in a formal way,
such views in the form of precise exchange requirements. Along with the introduction of IFC4, buildingSMART has published two general-purpose Model
View Definitions: IFC4 Reference View (IFC4 RV);
and IFC4 Design Transfer View (IFC4 DTV). Among
them, only the DTV provides building information
with support for editing (inserting, deleting, moving,
and modifying) of elements. Upon scrutiny of available IFC4 MVDs and the consideration of whether a
new one is required, the necessity of a BEPS-oriented
MVD is highlighted; however, in most applications,
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the IFC4 DTV is selected, since there is often a need
to insert supplementary data to the IFC (e.g. 2nd level space boundary information). Note here that
for an export from a BIM tool, an MVD is always
selected.
Many BIM tools (e.g. RevitTM , ArchiCadTM ) support exportation of IFC4 DTV files. However, exportation is often flawed: unlike what would be expected, the exported models can be of poor quality or
lack valuable information and therefore they are not
directly usable. Although RevitTM seems to be less
prone to exportation errors, its IFC4 DTV exporter is
far from perfect: while IFC can capture information
about thermal properties of each building entitys construction material, internal gains (schedules and densities) and inverse relations in case of curtain walls,
the current version of the exporter is not capable of
exporting such information.
In addition, concerning building geometry, despite
the fact that IFC can capture the building geometry description in a very compact and precise way,
it is quite common that the 2nd -level space boundary data in the exported IFC file, requested from the
BEPS perspective (Bazjanac, 2010), are missing or
incorrect due to design errors or exporting software
imperfections. Hence, a consistent way for transforming the building geometry information contained in
the IFC into 2nd -level space boundary information is
required (Rose and Bazjanac, 2015).
2nd -level space boundaries represent building elements that bound building spaces and are subdivided in cases where: openings are attached to a
space boundary; differences in materials of a space
boundary occur; and the other side of a building element is subdivided due to the existence of a wall
separating different spaces. The connection geometry of 2nd -level space boundaries is restricted to planar surfaces only. Curved surfaces must always be
segmented since, 2nd -level space boundaries are described by planar surfaces only.
For a 2nd -level boundary generation process, the input geometry should be of good quality; however, IFC
geometry description classes sometimes contain incorrect data, mainly induced due to two reasons: either
the designer has erroneously defined certain building
entities or the IFC exporter software has flaws and exports incorrectly the geometrical data in the IFC file.
Such errors can slow or make that process fail. In Lilis
et al. (2015), errors that affect the creation of properly defined 2nd -level space boundaries are presented.
As a first attempt to eliminate (or reduce) such inconsistencies, a set of design guidelines could be followed
by the BIM designer to ensure that the quality of the
generated IFC model is suitable for energy demands
estimation use (Maile et al., 2013). Consequently, as
a post-processing step after the IFC file export, remaining errors should be detected automatically and

corrected manually by communicating them back to
the BIM designer. Tools for detecting a wide range
of geometric conflicts on IFC data have been developed; commercial solutions for error reporting include
the Solibri Model Checker and the TEKLA Model
Checker Suite. Although these tools detect various
geometric inaccuracies, not all of these inaccuracies
affect the 2nd -level space boundary topology population. Providing the designer with a super-set of errors
that do not affect the BEPS geometry information
increases the IFC file preparation time without any
additional value in the context of the BEPS geometry generation. In fact, the necessity of a tool that
detects and reports geometric inaccuracies that affect
the generation of the 2nd -level space boundary topology only would be preferred.
As a final attempt to guarantee presence of IFC data
that are required for an IFC-to-BEPS data transformation, a subset of the IFC data (i.e. space boundaries data, material thermal properties data, internal
gains, etc.) must be validated by evaluating its IFC
entities and their attributes in terms of existence, correctness, uniqueness and conditional dependencies.
With an IFC file suitable fo BEPS data generation at hand, an IFC-to-BEPS tranformation process
can be performed either directly (Andriamamonjy
et al., 2018a) or utilizing intermediate data models to
bridge the gap between BIM and BEPS data (Thorade et al., 2015; Wimmer et al., 2015). In fact, even
if the IFC data are consistent, complete and correct,
they do not meet all the BEPS data requirements.
While substantial information can be captured in the
IFC schema, information like simulation-specific parameters cannot be adequately captured in the IFC
schema. Hence, an expert system that captures domain expertise is required to yield a fully automated
transformation process. To encapsulate all the BEPS
data requirements in a common file, the need for a
intermediate data model is highlighted (O’Donnell
et al., 2011).
This work presents a workflow for automated BEP
simulation input data files generation from IFC data,
where SimModel (O’Donnell et al., 2011) has been selected as the target data model that can encapsulate
all BEP simulation data requirements, and proposes
tools to deal with all drawbacks mentioned above,
for which validation experiments are presented. The
validation experiments of these tools have been performed on different benchmark BIM (IFC) models,
some of which refer to existing buildings, while others contain benchmark cases artificially developed for
unit and stress testing the proposed workflow.

Proposed Workflow
The proposed workflow and the associated tool-chain
involve a number of components (see Figure 1): (i)
BIM Design Guidelines provide the BIM designer
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with design rules to be followed towards generating
a usable BIM model; (ii) a modified version of Revit
IFC Exporter enables exportation of supplementalrequired data; (iii) a geometry checking tool validates that the exported geometry data meet the requirements for the 2nd -level space boundary topology calculation; (iv) the Common Boundary Intersection Projection (CBIP) tool enriches the IFC file
with 2nd -level space boundary information; (v) with
the enriched IFC file as input, an IFC to SimModel
XML tool, along with a SimModel enrichment tool
that captures the modelling intent, generates a completely populated SimModel, which can in turn be
easily serialized in a number of formats. We showcase how this can be used to generate an EnergyPlus
Input Data File (IDF) file. In the following sections,
these components are briefly presented and validated
in both synthetic and real-world applications.

Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed workflow.
Note here that SimModel 2.2 version schema (based
on a set of XSD files) has been updated to support
the IFC4 and the Input Data Dictionary (IDD) of
EnergyPlus 8.9 version.
Modification of Revit IFC Exporter
To overcome limitations of publicly available IFC exporters on providing information about thermal properties of each building entity’s construction material,
internal gains (schedules and densities) and inverse
relations in case of curtain walls, and to guarantee correct exportation of such information, the Revit IFC4 DTV exporter, which is an open source
component, has been modified to create a bespoke
OptEEmAL version that addresses these shortcomings. The OptEEmAL IFC Exporter supports the

latest version of Revit (2018.3).
BIM Design Guidelines
Previously, the need for a set of design guidelines
that help the BIM designer provide an error-free (or
error-reduced) IFC file, suitable for BEPS purposes,
was introduced. To this direction, a document that
presents these guidelines as they apply for Revit has
been developed (see Giannakis et al. (2019)) – similar
guidelines can be developed for other BIM authoring
tools.
The guidelines are provided as a set of modelling
rules belonging to two broad categories: Static and
Dynamic Data. Static data rules cover the building geometry, construction materials, glazing information, and so forth, while dynamic data rules cover
the specification of time-varying parameters such as
occupancy schedules, internal gains schedules, use of
equipment, or occupant actions. These rules ensure
that: (i) spaces have been placed in all areas of the
building; (ii) each space is bounded properly; (iii) material thermal properties for opaque and transparent
building elements have been set; (iv) building type
and its infiltration class have been defined; and (v)
the modified Revit IFC exporter has been configured
properly.
IFC Data Correctness Check
The next shortcoming to be addressed is the geometry errors that affect the 2nd -level space boundaries
calculation; hard to discern errors that could not be
addressed by following the BIM design guidelines and
modifying the IFC exporter. There are certain geometric errors that affect the generation of a building energy performance simulation input data file,
grouped to the following three categories: clashes;
surface errors; and space incorrect definitions.
To facilitate the BIM designer to provide a ”clean”
IFC file in terms of geometry, the previous types of
geometric error are detected and reported in an XML
form, by the use of Geometry Error Detection tool
(GED) (Lilis et al., 2015), as illustrated in the following instance.
<ClashErrors>
<Wall-Space>
<ClashError id=”1” , ...”>
<ClashError id=”2” . ...”>
...
</Wall-Space>
</ClashErrors>
<ClashError id=1, ID 1=3, GID 1=..., ID 2=4, GID 2=...>
<boundaryRepresentation>
<surface> ... </surface>
...
</boundaryRepresentation>
</ClashError>
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IFC Data Enrichment
In terms of building geometry, BEPS requires information of the building’s polygonal surfaces, through
which the thermal energy is exchanged, either among
the building’s internal spaces or between the building’s internal spaces and the building environment
(2nd -level space boundary surfaces). As mentioned
above, such data are frequently missing from the exported IFC files or are incorrect. To sort out such
data inconsistencies, the Common Boundary Intersection Projection tool (CBIP) has been developed
(Lilis et al., 2017).
CBIP calculates the 2nd -level space boundary surfaces based on the geometrical information of the architectural elements (walls, spaces, slabs, openings,
etc.) contained in its input IFC file and enriches these
file by populating appropriate IFC data classes in its
output. Unlike other graph-based methods (Rose and
Bazjanac, 2015), CBIP is a graph-less method and
requires the complete geometric descriptions of the
internal building space volumes. The theory behind
the geometrical operations involved in CBIP process,
is described in (Lilis et al., 2017). In short, CBIP consists of four stages: (i) an input pre-processing stage;
(ii) the Common Boundary Intersection (CBI); (iii)
the Boundary Intersection Projection (BIP); and (iv)
one output IFC enrichment stage.
In the final IFC enrichment stage, instances of the
IfcRelSpaceBoundary2ndLevel class are populated:
its connection geometry, all of its associations (relating space, related element, corresponding space
boundary, parent or inner boundary) and the related
attributes (physical or virtual and internal or external
or external earth) are generated.
Although CBIP is general enough to support complex building envelopes, there are special cases where
specific handling is required. These cases are related
to certain architectural elements such as the curtain
walls. In the case of curtain walls the space boundary surfaces referring to the openings of the curtain
walls should be replaced by the surfaces of the curtain
wall components which may include doors, windows
and plates. This action is necessary for the correct
BEPS model generation since these curtain wall components and their related 2nd -level space boundaries
play different roles in a thermal simulation. Some of
the curtain wall components maybe opaque while others could be transparent. Additionally, some of these
components might be operable while others might be
not. For the above reasons this replacement is necessary.
IFC Data Completeness Check
Following the IFC data enrichment stage, the IFC
data completeness check performs automatic validation of the IFC model to ensure that a certain set
of data is present. The existence and the quality
of this data set is a critical factor for the success-

ful execution of the automatic BEPS model generation process. As briefly mentioned above, there are
two sources involved in the population of this data
set: (i) the modified version of Revit IFC exporter;
and (ii) the CBIP tool. For instance, the material
thermal properties of opaque and transparent building elements, the occupancy schedules, the internal
gains for each space and the infiltration class are produced from the modified version of Revit IFC exporter, while the 2nd -level space boundaries from the
CBIP tool. The completeness check applies a set of
static rules in the IFC model, starting from the targeted IFC entity, and checks the existence, the type
and the content of all nested entities and attributes.
When the execution process ends, a text report is
generated. This report contains the results for each
applied rule.
IFC to SimModel XML Mapping
The SimModel XSD schema is defined by the union
of two different data representations. The first representation captures all the BIM related information,
such as building geometry, building elements, materials, zones, spaces and HVAC systems. The structure
of this representation follows the fundamental principles of the IFC schema. The second representation is
used to capture all the BEPS related information in
more precise way and its structure has strong similarities with the Input Data Dictionary (IDD) of EnergyPlus. The transformation from the IFC-SPF to
SimModel XML is possible using a common mapping
framework that includes a set of static rules in order
to map one by one the IFC classes to the corresponding SimModel XSD complex types. When the process
is running, the XML elements are automatic generated from the corresponding IFC objects, based on
the predefined transformation rules. The SimModel
XML uses the IDREF and IDREFS XSD types for
the interconnection between the XML elements. The
deserialization of the XML model is automated, by
using the default JAXB marshaller. The aforementioned mapping rules are applied by the IFC to SimModel XML mapping tool.
SimModel XML Enrichment
Investigation of the SimModel capability to meet all
the BEPS requirements (specifically for EnergyPlus)
without any extension of its current schema has led to
a list of existing SimModel classes that could be used.
However, applying the aforementioned IFC to SimModel XML mapping process, the resulted SimModel
files lack information about the EnergyPlus-oriented
input parameters (e.g. time-step, run period, simulation control, etc.) while, the popluated XML data
are not directly usable for an energy simulation input
data file generation. Hence, it is necessary to apply
certain rules to enrich the SimModel XML with more
specific objects for the EnergyPlus IDF generation.
These rules are implemented in a new tool, named
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SimModel XML Enrichment tool and are grouped
to the following categories: rules for (i) opaque and
transparent materials; (ii) constructions’ material
layer bedding; (iii) thermal zones; (iv) opaque and
transparent building surfaces; (v) internal gains and
relevant schedules; (vi) other simulation parameters;
(vii) ideal load HVAC system for energy demands estimation.
For instance, the need of rules for opaque and transparent building surfaces stems from the following
fact: after the IFC to SimModel XML mapping process, objects of the following classes are generated:
(1) SimWallWallDefault; (2) SimSlabDefaultDefault; (3) SimWindowWindowDefault; (4) SimDoorGlazedDoor; (5) SimDoorOpaqueDoor; (6) SimPanelOpaque; SimPanelGlazing; (7) SimVirtualElementDefaultDefault; (8) SimFeatureElementSubtractionVoidOpening; (9) SimCurtainWallCurtainWallDefault; and (10) SimSpaceBoundarySecondLevel. Addressing the BEPS data requirements, information
about the building elements construction can be retrieved from objects of classes (1)-(9), while their
geometry representation is neglected; as mentioned
above, for such information, the 2nd -level space
boundary (SimSpaceBoundarySecondLevel) geometry information is used. Hence, a class that combines
the construction information of the (1)-(9) classes instances and the geometry information of the 2nd -level
space boundaries is required. After a thorough investigation in the SimModel XSD schema, SimWall,
SimSlab, SimWindow, SimDoor sub-classes seem to
meet this requirement and could be used for a direct mapping to BuildingSurface:Detailed and Fenestration Surface:Detailed objects. Instances of these
sub-classes are populated by applying the opaque and
transparent building surfaces rules.
SimModel XML to EnergyPlus IDF Mapping
EnergyPlus input data file (IDF) is an ASCII file.
The EnergyPlus input data are structured into
classes. For each class, fields are defined, which describe the characteristics of the class objects. Objects
are the instances of a class. All the available classes
are listed into the Input Data Dictionary file (IDD).
To generate the IDF file of a specific building, a set
of mapping rules have been defined that transform
data of the respective, enriched SimModel file to IDD
classes objects and writes a text file according to the
IDD specifications. This set of rules forms the SimModel XML to EnergyPlus IDF Mapping tool.

Application
To investigate the validity and the performance of
the proposed workflow, numerous benchmark building cases have been considered within OptEEmAL
project. In this work, the application of the workflow’s components on Demo-4 building and Turinatower benchmark cases is presented.

Demo-4 building contains six internal spaces and a
variety of facade components including transparent
and opaque doors, windows, and curtain walls that
consist of opaque and transparent sub-components
(doors, windows and plates). Demo-4 building, a hypothetical two-story office building, BIM of which is
depicted in Figure 2, has been selected as its small
size allows the verification of the workflow ability on
handling the overall BIM-to-BEPS process.

Figure 2: Demo-4 buildings BIM in Revit 2018.
On the other hand, an existing building and considerably bigger than Demo-4, Torre-Turina, has been
selected to demonstrate the ability of the workflow
in handling big and complex buildings. Turina-tower
building is located in Cuatro de Marzo district, Valladolid, Spain. It is an eleven-story residential tower
which contains 284 internal building spaces, most of
which are apartments and stores, BIM of which is
depicted in Figure 7 (left).
IFC Data correctness check : Demo-4 building’s BIM
was carefully designed following the Design Guidelines and considering the requested expertise for a
BIM-to-BEPS transformation process. Hence, a geometry error-free IFC4 DTV model was exported using the modified IFC Revit exporter. On the other
hand, Turina-tower buildings BIM was initially designed using Revit by a regular building designer and
contained several inaccuracies. These inaccuracies affected the generation of the 2nd -level space boundary
information. Therefore, relevant issues were reported
by the Geometric Error Detection tool and solution
techniques, derived by the Design Guidelines document, were applied to finally produce an IFC suitable
for the 2nd -level space boundary topology generation.
IFC Data Enrichment: With the geometry errorfree IFC files at hand, the CBIP tool was executed
to enrich these files with the 2nd -level space boundary information. As Figure 3 demonstrates, CBIP
tool identified the curtain wall sub elements (plates,
doors, windows) and differentiated space boundaries
related to opaque elements from space boundaries related to transparent elements (solid vs. glazed plate)
for the Demo-4 building. Moreover, CBIP tool correctly divided the floor area of the selected internal
building space into four space boundary surfaces the
geometry of which depends on the position and size
of the four neighbour internal spaces underneath the
selected space.
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executed to enrich the SimModel file with more specific objects for the EnergyPlus input data file generation. In more detail, information about simulation parameters (RunPeriod, Timestep, Algorithms,
GlobalGeometryRules, etc.), internal gains and time
series (Schedules), BuildingSurface:Detailed and FenerstrationSurface:Detailed object in terms of SimModel were populated.
Figure 3: CBIP results on Demo-4 building.

Figure 4: CBIP results on Torre-Turina building.
Concerning the Turina-tower building, to demonstrate the ability of the tool in handling spaces of
complex geometry, the internal space of its basement
is selected: a space that has a complex geometrical
representation with a hole in its centre as pictured in
Figure 4. The CBIP tool correctly divided the ceiling
surface of that space into eight sub surfaces according to the geometry and the location of the spaces
above the basement (ground floor spaces). Furthermore, CBIP tool differentiated the space boundary
surfaces associated with two different types of wall
constructions (one wall construction refers to the external walls of the building and the other wall construction refers to the walls attached to the building
atrium space).
IFC Data Completeness check : For the enhanced
IFC4 files (IFC4 files that have been enriched with
the 2nd -level space boundary information), the IFC
Checking tool was applied to ensure that BEPS data
are available. The IFC Checking tool report for the
enhanced IFC file of Demo-4 building is the following:
Checking report for the model:
Demo4 ENHANCED
The rule ”space boundaries, parent space boundaries,
corresponding space boundaries” has passed.
The rule ”spaces, loads, parameters, schedules” has passed.
The rule ”doors, thermal parameters” has passed.
The rule ”windows, thermal parameters” has passed.
The rule ”plates, thermal parameters” has passed.
The rule ”materials, thermal parameters” has passed.

IFC to SimModel XML and SimModel XML Enrichment: SimModel files generated by the IFC to SimModel XML mapping tool was performed without
errors, populating IFC-oriented information of SimModel. Next SimModel XML Enrichment tool was

Figure 5: Slabs definition within SimModel before
(top) and after (bottom) applying the SimModel XML
Enrichment tool.
For instance, following the IFC to SimModel XML
mapping process, IfcSlabs were translated to SimSlab Default Default class objects, which do not
have the properties required for the BuildingSurface:Detailed objects creation. All the missing properties are defined under the SimSlab sub classes.
Moreover, in terms of BEPS, a unique slab should
correspond to a unique space boundary. Hence, the
SimSlab Default Default objects are processed by the
SimModel XML Enrichment tool to generate SimSlab
sub classes objects that meet the BEPS requirements
(see Figure 5). The same happens for other building
elements (SimWall objects etc.). Creation of these
objects is prerequisite, since only these sub-classes
objects meet the BEPS data requirements. If such
a process is not adopted, generation of the IDF files
will not be allowed due to incomplete information.
SimModel XML to EnergyPlus IDF : The final step
of the prososed workflow is the translation of the enriched SimModel XML to input data of EnergyPlus,
performed by the SimModel XML to EnergyPlus IDF
tool.
As Figure 6 illustrates, where the populated IDF and
a section plane are depicted, the tool correctly identified: (i) Building and Fenestration surfaces; (ii) their
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any manual modification proves the effectiveness of
the proposed workflow on handling large, multi-zone
buildings.

Conclusion

Figure 6: Demo-4 building – automatically generated
IDF, rendered by surface type (top) and by boundary
condition type (bottom) in SketchUp.
boundary condition type; (iii) the corresponding surfaces, when boundary condition type is ”surface”; (iv)
the surface type; (v) the surface construction; and
(vi) the 3d geometry representation of each surface.
Note here that the 2nd -level space boundaries of type
2b were neglected and not translated to BuildingSurface:Detailed objects. Moreover, the tool managed to
map information of thermal zones and other simulation parameters (e.g. Version, Timestep, SimulationControl, SurfaceConvectionAlgorithm: Inside, etc.),
with which the SimModel file had been earlier enriched by executing the SimModel XML Enrichment
tool; however, due to lack of space, relevant results
could not be presented.

Figure 7: Torre-Turina building’s BIM in Revit
2018 (left) and its automatically generated IDF in
SketchUp (right).
The IFC to SimModel XML, SimModel XML Enrichment and SimModel XML to EnergyPlus IDF processes have been applied to the Turina tower as well,
resulting to the IDF depicted in Figure 7 (right).
A success simulation of the resulted IDF without

The use of BIM data to automate the BEPS model
generation has received lately considerable attention.
To this direction, numerous research studies attempt
to define workflows and fully automate the overall
BIM-to-BEPS process. However, a plethora of drawbacks prevents the application of such data transformation process from being straightforward.
The focus of this work has been the definition of these
drawbacks and the description of a workflow to deal
with them. Initially, drawbacks at different points of
a BIM-to-BEPS process have been highlighted. Consequently, the proposed workflow has introduced a
tools-chain performing a fully-automated BEP simulation input data file generation (SimModel XML
and IDF files for EnergyPlus) from BIM (IFC4) data
files, for which various validation experiments have
been performed.
From a data quality viewpoint, in order to ensure the
generation of flawless IFC data files, specific BIM design guidelines have been documented and a modified
IFC exporter has been introduced. Then, two data
quality checking tools have been described: the BIM
checking tool, which examines the data completeness
of the input IFC files and the Geometric Error Detection tool, which checks the geometric data correctness of the input IFC files. As far as semantic enrichment is concerned, the introduced tools included: the
CBIP tool which enriches the IFC file with geometry
information that is required from the BEP simulation
viewpoint (2nd -level space boundaries), the SimModel
Enrichment tool which retrieves the output of an IFC
to SimModel XML mapping process and enriches the
resulted SimModel XML with information required
from the EneryPlus perspective and finally, the simulation input data file generation process which produces the final IDF file suitable for EnergyPlus energy
demands simulations.
The validation experiments of these tools have been
performed on different benchmark BIM (IFC) models within OptEEmal project, some of which refer to
existing buildings, while others contain benchmark
cases artificially developed for unit and stress testing
the developed tool chain. All validation experiments
indicate that the developed tools supporting simulation model generation related processes, are robust
enough to handle multiple possible building complexities, as well as cases of data insufficiency via appropriate reporting procedures.
It is worth mentioning that the presented BIM-toBEPS generation process, is mostly focused on building energy demands estimation aspects. Consideration related to the inclusion of actual building energy
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systems is also investigated but a concrete implementation remains the subject of future work.
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